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Abstract: The aerodynamic efficiency of trucks is very low because of their non-streamlined box shape,
which is subject to practical constraints, leaving little room for improvement in terms of aerodynamic
efficiency. Hence, other means of improving the aerodynamic efficiency of trucks are needed, and
one practical yet relatively simple method to reduce aerodynamic drag is deploying drag reduction
devices on trucks. This paper describes a numerical study of flow over a simplified truck with
drag reduction devices. The numerical approach employed was Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
(RANS). Four test cases with different drag reduction devices deployed around the tractor–trailer
gap region were studied. The effectiveness of those drag reduction devices was assessed, and it was
demonstrated that in all four cases, the aerodynamic drag was reduced compared with the baseline
case without any drag reduction devices. The most effective device was case 4 (about 24% reduction),
with a roof deflector, side extenders, and five cross-flow vortex trap devices (CVTDs). Flow field
analysis was performed to shed light on drag reduction mechanisms, which confirmed our previous
findings that the main reason for the drag reduction was the reduced pressure on the front face of the
trailer, while the reduction in the turbulence level in the tractor–trailer gap region contributed much
less to the overall drag reduction.
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1. Introduction

In order to tackle climate change globally, many governments have committed to a
significant reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The transportation sector is a
notable source of GHG emissions, as nearly all forms of ground vehicles rely on liquid
fossil fuels and will continue to do so in the foreseeable future. Hence, one important way
to cut down on the emissions of ground vehicles is through reductions in aerodynamic
drag, which result in less fuel consumption. These are particularly relevant to heavy trucks,
which produce proportionally much higher aerodynamic drag than other ground vehicles
because of their box-shaped bodies [1].

Typically, heavy trucks consist of two simple box-shaped bodies (tractor and trailer)
in a tandem arrangement, as shown in Figure 1, and the shape and size of heavy trucks
are strongly constrained by practical needs and regulations. As a result, the aerodynamic
efficiency of trucks is very low, and a truck requires an estimated 50% of its engine power
to overcome its aerodynamic drag at a typical highway cruising speed of 90–100 km/h [2].
At 80 km/h, an approximately 20% reduction in drag can lead to a 10% reduction in fuel
consumption, and greater reduction can be achieved at higher speeds, with approximately
15% less fuel consumption at 120 km/h. In Europe, the maximum allowable length includes
the whole truck, which ultimately influences the shape of the tractor and therefore the
aerodynamic performance of the whole truck. In the United States, only the length of
the trailer is fixed, which gives slightly more freedom in designing tractors to be more
streamlined. Nevertheless, there is not much that can be done to reduce the aerodynamic
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drag of a truck through the design or redesign of its shape. An alternative way to reduce
aerodynamic drag is through flow control and drag reduction devices [3,4].

Figure 1. A schematic view of European and American heavy trucks.

There are two main types of drag reduction devices: (i) active devices, which require
external energy to manipulate or control flow characteristics (for example, by suppressing
flow separation) and usually involve a control system, and (ii) passive devices, add-on
devices that alter flow fields at no extra energy expenditure. In comparison, it is easier and
more cost effective to implement passive devices. One effective yet relatively simply way
to reduce the aerodynamic drag of a truck is to deploy passive drag reduction devices at
various regions of the truck.

The aerodynamic drag of a truck is generated mainly in the following four regions [5–7]:

• The front part of the truck;
• The tractor–trailer gap;
• The underbody of the truck;
• The rear end of the truck.

For the front part of a truck, some of most common drag reduction devices are cab
roof fairing and side fairing. For the rear end of a truck, it has been demonstrated that some
simple drag reduction devices with a boat-tail configuration can reduce the aerodynamic
drag significantly [8,9]. For the underbody of a truck, side skirts are usually used, and a
previous study showed that straight- and flap-type side skirts could significantly alter the
flow structures under a vehicle model, leading to reductions in the drag coefficient of 3.1%
and 6.1%, respectively [10]. The present study focused on passive drag reduction devices
deployed around the tractor–trailer gap region of a simplified truck model.

There are three main types of devices used for reducing aerodynamic drag around
the tractor–trailer gap region: tractor (cab) roof deflectors, tractor side extenders, and
devices in the gap. One relatively simple drag reduction device used in the gap is called a
cross-flow vortex trap device (CVTD) and consists of equally spaced vertical slabs mounted
on the front face of the trailer [11]. It was suggested in an experimental study [12] that
the drag mechanisms were lower average pressure on the trailer’s front face, removal of
flow separation on the leeward side of the trailer due to less gap cross flow, and increased
pressure on the back of the tractor. The authors of [12] investigated the effect of the size
(horizontal length) of CVTDs on drag reduction, and their results showed that larger
CVTDs led to greater drag reduction. It was also found in the same study [12] that the
drag reduction performance did not change with the number of CVTDs when that number
was between one and four. However, it was demonstrated in a numerical study [13] that
while roughly the same drag reduction was obtained using one and two CVTDs, further
drag reduction was achieved when three CVTDs were deployed. So far, there have been
very limited studies on this specific topic, so to clarify this point, two test cases, with four
and five CVTDs, were investigated in the present study. Furthermore, a combination of
drag reduction devices could lead to further reductions in aerodynamic drag, as shown in
our previous study [14] (three cases: baseline case with cab roof deflector; baseline case
with cab roof deflector and side extenders; and baseline case with cab roof deflector, side
extenders, and three CVTDs), so this paper presents a further study using a combination of
four or five CVTDs, cab roof deflectors, and side extenders.

The numerical method used in the present study was the RANS approach. The
computational cost of one other approach, direct numerical simulation (DNS), is hugely
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expensive, as all details of a turbulent flow are computed directly using a very fine mesh and
a very small time step. Hence it is not feasible currently or in the near future to apply DNS
for practical engineering flows. Another approach, large-eddy simulation (LES), in which
only large scale turbulent motions are computed directly while small scale motions are
modeled, is less expensive than DNS and has become more widely used [15–17]. However,
LES is still very expensive computationally, especially for engineering design simulations
and optimization studies where numerous computations need to be performed. Hence,
RANS is the most cost-effective yet reasonably accurate approach for practical engineering
flow simulations and optimization studies. It has been applied successfully in previous
studies similar to the present study [8,13,14,18,19].

This paper is structured as follows: the governing equations and computational details
are discussed briefly in Section 2, numerical results and analysis are presented in Section 3,
and the concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.

2. Governing Equations and Computational Details
2.1. Governing Equations

The RANS equations are obtained by time averaging the instantaneous three-dimensional
governing equations (Navier–Stokes equations) for fluid flows, which are based on the
mass and momentum conservation principles. The variables (velocity, pressure) obtained
from the RANS approach are hence time-averaged values, usually called mean values.
Extra terms, called Reynolds stresses, appear in the RANS equations because of the av-
eraging process, and those terms need to be modeled (approximated) by a turbulence
model. Otherwise, the number of unknowns in the RANS equations would be larger
than the number of equations. The advantages of the RANS approach are that it is very
computationally efficient compared with DNS and LES and that it has been proven to be
reasonably accurate for many practical engineering calculations. The main disadvantage
of the RANS approach is that only time-averaged variables can be obtained, and hence,
instantaneous flow features cannot be captured. Furthermore, in certain flow cases, the
results predicted by this approach may not be sufficiently accurate.

In the present study, there was no heat transfer involved, and the velocity was quite
low, so the flow was treated as isothermal and incompressible. The RANS equations can be
found in many textbooks and publications [20–22], so they are presented below very briefly.

Continuity equation:
∂Ui
∂xi

= 0 (1)

Momentum equations:
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In the above equations Ui is the mean velocity component in the x, y, and z directions;
P is the mean pressure; ρ is density; and v is kinematic viscosity. The last term on the
right hand of Equation (2) is the Reynolds stress term, and a turbulence model is needed
to approximate this term. There are many available turbulence models, but selecting an
appropriate one is quite hard, as the performance of these models is usually flow dependent.
It was demonstrated in our previous study [14] that among the three highly rated turbulence
models tested (the realizable k-ε, the SST k-ω, and a Reynolds stress model), the SST k-ω
model predicted the closest drag coefficient (0.809) to the measured value (0.77). Since the
present study had the same configuration, apart from the tractor height, with the same flow
conditions, the SST k-ω model was employed in the present study.

A commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code, STAR CCM+, was used in
the present study. A second-order upwind scheme was selected for spatial discretization,
and a pressure-based approach, which is best suited for incompressible flow, was employed,
as the flow was treated as incompressible in the present study.
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2.2. Computational Details

The baseline case in the present study was based on a wind tunnel experiment by
Allan [23]. Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the truck model used in the present study,
with a Reynolds number of 0.51 × 106 based on the inlet velocity and the height of the
trailer. All the dimensions of the truck are shown in Figure 2 as measured relative to the
trailer height and width, b = 0.305 m. The gap ratio g/b was equal to 0.17, and the front
edges of the tractor were curved at a radius of 0.08b.

Figure 2. Schematics of the tractor–trailer truck model.

The dimensions of computational domain in the present study were selected to match
those of the wind tunnel used in [23]. Figure 3 below shows the side view of the computa-
tional domain, with all the dimensions marked on the figure and the width of the domain
being 16b.

Figure 3. Computational domain.
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At the inflow boundary, a constant velocity of 24.4 m/s was specified, matching the
value used in [23], and at the outlet, a pressure outlet boundary condition was applied. On
the top and side walls, a viscous no-slip wall boundary condition was used, which was
also applied to all solid surfaces of the model. To simulate the moving ground condition
in the experiment, the streamwise velocity in the horizontal direction was set equal to the
inlet velocity on the lower wall, while the vertical velocity was zero. The inlet turbulence
intensity was not available from [23], and hence, a representative low-turbulence wind
tunnel value of 0.1% was used in the present study.

2.3. Grid Indepedence Study

In CFD studies, it is crucial to carry out a grid independence study in order to min-
imize numerical errors and reduce unnecessary computational cost. Details of the grid
independence study can be found in our previous study [14], since the computational
domain in the present study was the same as that in [14], and hence the analysis is not
repeated here. Figure 4 shows part of the domain and the final mesh of about 5.8 million
cells around the truck, with the nearest wall y+ being around 1 so that a wall function was
not needed. Figure 4 shows that the mesh was refined in important flow regions around
the truck in order to capture accurately the complicated turbulent flow field due to flow
separation and recirculation in those regions.

Figure 4. Side view of the mesh around the truck.

2.4. Test Cases

The baseline case and four cases with different configurations of drag reduction
devices, as shown in Figure 5, were simulated in the present study.

Baseline case.

Case 1—baseline case with four CVTDs mounted on the trailer’s front face.
Case 2—baseline case with five CVTDs mounted on the trailer’s front face.
Case 3—similar to case 1, plus roof deflector and side extenders.
Case 4—similar to case 2, plus roof deflector and side extenders.

The dimensions of the CVTDs were 0.026 m in the streamwise direction (x-axis),
0.305 m in the vertical direction (y-axis), and 0.01 in the spanwise direction (z-axis).
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Figure 5. Baseline and four cases with different configurations of drag reduction devices: (a) baseline
case; (b) Case 1; (c) Case 2; (d) Case 3; (e) Case 4.

3. Results and Discussion

Validation of predictions against experimental data is a very important step in CFD
studies to make sure that a computational model is correct and robust. The computational
model employed in the present study has already been validated, and comparisons between
the predictions obtained from the model and experimental data can be found in our
previous studies [5,13,24] and are therefore not presented here again.
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3.1. Drag Coefficient

The simulation was run until the residual was down to about 10−6 and stayed more
or less there after about 1500 iterations, indicating that a fully converged solution was
obtained. Figure 6 shows the computed drag coefficient (Cd) variation with the number
of iterations for the baseline case. Cd hardly changed, confirming that a fully converged
solution was obtained. Cd was obtained as an output parameter from the CFD code (STAR
CCM+) used in the present study based on three inputs: a reference area, air density, and
inlet velocity. Table 1 shows the predicted drag coefficients for the baseline case and the
four cases with drag reduction devices in the present study. The reference area used for the
drag coefficient computation was the trailer front surface area (bxb). The percentage drag
reduction presented below was defined as 100 × (Cd-baseline − Cd-cases)/Cd-baseline. It
is obvious that drag reductions were obtained for all four cases compared with the baseline
case, especially for cases 3 and 4, where significant drag reductions were achieved (21.6%
and 24.2%). For case 1, with four CVTDs mounted on the trailer front, 2.8% drag reduction
was obtained against the baseline case. When five CVTDs were deployed in case 2, 3.9%
drag reduction was obtained against the baseline case, representing 1.1% further drag
reduction compared with case 1. This demonstrates that deployment of more CVTDs can
lead to slightly more drag reduction. However, the benefits of adding more CVTDs may
diminish, and it becomes impracticable to mount more and more CVTDs on the limited
area of the trailer’s front face. As demonstrated in our previous study [14], combinations
of different drag reduction devices (CVTDs, roof deflector and side extender) represent
the most effective way to reduce the aerodynamic drag. This was confirmed in the present
study, since 21.6% and 24.2% drag reductions against the baseline case were obtained for
cases 3 and 4, respectively, where CVTDs plus a roof deflector and side extenders were
deployed. An in-depth flow field analysis is presented below to elucidate how the drag
reduction was achieved.

Figure 6. The predicted Cd variation with the number of iterations.

Table 1. Predicted drag coefficients (Cd) and corresponding drag reduction.

Cd Drag Reduction

Baseline 0.537

Case 1 0.522 2.8%

Case 2 0.516 3.9%

Case 3 0.421 21.6%

Case 4 0.407 24.2%
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3.2. Surfcae Pressure Distribution

The total drag of a vehicle consists of two parts and is generated by two different
mechanisms: skin friction drag due to the friction force between the air and vehicle surface
and form drag or pressure drag due to the pressure difference on the front and back areas of
the vehicle. In the case of a heavy truck, as in the present study or any bluff body, the total
drag is due mainly to pressure drag. Therefore, the analysis in the present study focused
on the pressure distribution on the trailer’s front face, as the pressure on the tractor’s front
face and the trailer’s back face would remain the same. In other words, the drag reduction
device configurations investigated in the present study mainly manipulated the pressure
on the trailer’s front face.

Figure 7 shows contours of the pressure coefficients for the baseline and four cases in
the present study. As mentioned above, the drag reduction devices deployed in the present
study resulted mainly in pressure changes on the trailer’s front face. This is evident from
Figure 7, since the pressure distributions on the front face of the tractor are virtually the
same for all the cases. However, the pressure distributions in the four cases were different
from the baseline case on the trailer’s front face, as can be seen clearly from Figure 7. For
the baseline case, there was a high and uniform pressure region on the top part of the
trailer’s front surface, as shown in Figure 7a. This was because the tractor top surface
was not at the same level with the trailer top surface, so a certain amount of flow directly
impinged onto the top part of the trailer’s front surface. For case 1, as shown in Figure 7b,
this high-pressure region on the top part of the trailer’s front face was still there, but with
slight reductions in both the area and pressure, resulting a drag reduction. For case 2,
as shown in Figure 7c, this high-pressure region was slightly further reduced when one
more CVTD was employed, especially in a small region of the middle part of the trailer’s
front face where the pressure decreased, leading to a further drag reduction for case 2.
There was a small, long, narrow region near the edges of the trailer’s front face where the
pressure was reasonably high, as shown in Figure 7a for the baseline case. This region was
slightly reduced in both cases 1 and 2 as shown in Figure 7b,c, which also contributed to
the drag reduction for these cases. However, for cases 3 and 4, those high-pressure regions
on the trailer’s front face were eliminated completely, as shown in Figure 7d,e, when the
roof deflector and side extenders were deployed, leading to significant drag reductions as
shown in Table 1. This was because the deployment of the roof deflector and side extenders
prevented the flow impingement onto the trailer’s front face. Further analysis of flow filed
is presented below to shed light on how these drag reduction devices changed the flow
fields inside the gap.

3.3. Flow Field

Figure 8 presents the predicted velocity vectors on the XZ plane at y = 0.2 m for the
baseline and four cases in the present study. The flow fields inside the gap region in all four
cases were quite different from those in the baseline case and from each other as a result of
the deployment of different drag reduction devices. In the baseline case, three vortices were
clearly observable, and there was a relatively strong cross flow within the gap, as shown
in Figure 8a. Figure 8b shows that for case 1, with four CVTDs, those three vortices were
broken down, and a few recirculation regions were formed locally between each CVTD,
leading to a reduction in cross flow. This indicates that the deployment of four CVTDs in
case 1 stabilized the flow to some extent compared with the situation in the baseline case.
For case 2, with five CVTDs, the flow was further stabilized slightly, or more constrained
because of the additional CVTD, leading to a further reduction in cross flow, as shown in
Figure 8c. When the roof deflector and side extenders were added in cases 3 and 4, the
amount of flow entering the gap region from the top and side was significantly reduced,
resulting in a smooth cross-flow field and a significant reduction in cross flow, as shown in
Figure 8d,e. This confirms that CVTDs were capable of stabilizing the flow within the gap
and hence may result in a reduction in the turbulence level. Nevertheless, the major reason
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for the smooth cross-flow field within the gap was the reduced flow entering the gap from
the top and both sides as a result of deploying the roof deflector and side extenders.

Figure 7. Contours of surface pressure coefficient: (a) baseline case; (b) Case 1; (c) Case 2; (d) Case 3;
(e) Case 4.
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Figure 8. Velocity vectors on the XZ plane at y = 0.2 m: (a) baseline case; (b) Case 1; (c) Case 2;
(d) Case 3; (e) Case 4.

Figure 9 shows the velocity vectors on an YZ plane within the gap region for the
baseline and four cases. It can be seen that complicated flow field is formed in the gap
for the baseline case with cross flow at the bottom half, especially there are three distinct
vortices formed towards the bottom as shown in Figure 9a. The cross flow and those three
vortices were eliminated for all four cases when CVTDs were deployed, leading to less
turbulent flow. For the baseline case and cases 1 and 2, there was a very strong down flow
due to the amount of flow entering from the top of the gap region, as shown in Figure 9a–c.
This down flow was reduced significantly by the use of the roof deflector mounted on top
of the tractor for cases 3 and 4, as shown in Figure 9d,e. It is obvious that the flow became
relatively much smoother with the deployment of drag reduction devices, especially in
cases 3 and 4, when the roof deflector, side extenders, and CVTDs were all used. Further
analysis of turbulence intensity in the gap is presented below to show how the turbulence
level changed when those drag reduction devices were used.
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Figure 9. Velocity vectors on the YZ plane in the gap at x = 0.26 m: (a) baseline case; (b) Case 1;
(c) Case 2; (d) Case 3; (e) Case 4.

3.4. Turbulence Intensity

To clarify the point at which the flow became less turbulent, Figure 10 presents the
turbulence intensity for the baseline and four cases on the YZ plane at x = 0.26 m inside the
gap. Only the lower part of the region, with a relatively high turbulence level, is shown
in Figure 10, since turbulence level was very low and hardly visible on the top part of
the region. For the baseline case, there were a few regions where the turbulence intensity
was above 4%, with the maximum value being about 6%, as shown in Figure 10a. For
cases 1 and 2, the turbulence intensity was indeed reduced, with the maximum value being
below 4%, as shown in Figure 10b,c. However, interestingly, the turbulent flow region
increased compared with the baseline case, especially in case 2, when five CVTDs were
employed. As shown in Figure 10d,e, in cases 3 and 4, there were significant reductions in
turbulence intensity, and the flow actually became more or less laminar in most regions,
apart from the bottom part, where the maximum turbulence intensity was about 3%. This
was due to much less flow entering the gap when the roof deflector and side extenders were
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used and especially to the much reduced interactions between flow entering from top of the
gap and flow entering from sides of the gap. The stabilizing flow with less turbulent kinetic
energy may be beneficial, as less kinetic energy would be lost (dissipated), which could
possibly lead to less drag, as in the case of an aircraft wing, where induced drag can be
reduced by the use of a winglet to diminish the kinetic energy loss of the wing-tip vortices.
However, it is worth pointing out that a major part of the drag reduction was due to the
deployment of the roof deflector, which prevented the flow impingement directly onto the
top part of the trailer’s front face, resulting in the elimination of the high-pressure region
on the top part of the trailer’s front face, and the side extenders, which further eliminated
the small, long, narrow high-pressure regions near the edges of the trailer’s front face.

Figure 10. Turbulence intensity on the YZ plane at x = 0.026 m: (a) baseline case; (b) Case 1; (c) Case 2;
(d) Case 3; (e) Case 4.
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4. Conclusions

Turbulent flow over a simplified tractor–trailer truck model was simulated using the
RANS approach to assess the effectiveness of four drag reduction device configurations
deployed on the tractor and gap region. The surface pressure distributions, velocity fields,
and turbulence intensity levels in the gap region were thoroughly analyzed to understand
how the drag reduction was achieved for those four configurations. The main findings are
summarized as follows:

This study further confirmed that the major drag reduction mechanism was the
elimination of a high-pressure region on the top part of the front face of the trailer, whereas
the reduction in the turbulence level by stabilizing the flow inside the gap region via the
use of CVTDs played only a minor role in the overall drag reduction.

The most effective drag reduction configuration among the four different configura-
tions tested in the current study was case 4, with a roof deflector, side extenders, and five
CVTDs. The employment of the roof deflector on top of the tractor successfully eliminated
the high-pressure region on the top part of the front face of the trailer more or less com-
pletely, making it the main contributor to the overall drag reduction. In addition, it cut
down the amount of flow entering the gap region significantly, which helped to reduce the
turbulence level inside the gap region.

The use of side extenders resulted in the elimination of two narrow, vertical high-
pressure regions near the edges of the trailer’s front face, which contributed to a further
drag reduction. These two narrow, vertical high-pressure regions were formed because
the width of the tractor was slightly smaller than that of the trailer, so a small amount of
flow impinged directly onto those two regions. The use of side extenders prevented this
flow impingement and hence eliminated those two high-pressure regions. Furthermore,
the amount of flow entering the gap region from both sides was reduced by the side
extenders, which helped to reduce the interaction of flow inside the gap region, leading to
an additional reduction in the turbulence level.

The CVTDs mounted on the front face of the trailer had several benefits: 1. reduction
in the inward turning flow from both sides of the gap; 2. stabilization of the flow inside
the gap region; 3. decreased cross flow inside the gap region. Nevertheless, the amount of
drag reduction due to the use of CVTDs themselves was limited, and slightly more drag
reduction is achieved with five CVTDs than four.
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